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 Effective January 1, 2021

Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements
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 Publish in consumer-friendly manner
 Service descriptions and standard, discounted,
and payer-negotiated rates
 At least 300 common medical services – 70
identified by CMS and 230 that can be selected
by the hospital
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Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements
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 Categories of the 70 services identified by CMS
 Evaluation and Management
 Laboratory and Pathology
 Radiology
 Medicine and Surgery
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Financial costs - estimated by Federal Government

Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements

Medical

Implementation
Premiums

$154M could be saved by
insurers and enrollees
May cost between
$5.7B to $7.9B
Rule will contribute to
higher premiums in the
individual market

Taken from: Price Transparency and Variation in U.S. Health Services, PetersonKFF Health System Tracker
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Financial costs – historical increases to employers
from 2003 - 2006

Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements

Knee Replacement

Appendectomies

75% ↑

135% ↑
Compared to
Economic Inflation

30% ↑
Taken from: You Now Have The Right To Know Your Hospital's Prices, And Here's
How Experts Hope That Will Help | KMUW
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Consumer behavior –
While some states require information to be
made available and some employers have tools
making price information more accessible, most
people still do not shop for healthcare services.

Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements

Taken from: Price Transparency and Variation in U.S. Health Services, PetersonKFF Health System Tracker
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Local hospital examples – Norton references AHA’s continued work to have the new
ruling overturned or cancelled by the Biden administration.

Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements
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Local hospital examples – Norton information located on chargemaster.

Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements
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Local hospital examples – Baptist Health’s tool is located in the My Chart link and you
must login or use a guest estimate.

Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements
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Local hospital examples – UofL’s cost estimator opens an excel spreadsheet.

Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements
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Hospital
Transparency –
New Reporting
Requirements
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Discussion –
 How will your employees respond?
 Will this be part of your healthcare
education?
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KY Core Healthcare Measure Set (KCHMS)

Intersection
Between Cost
and Quality
KHC Strategy –
Improve
Healthcare
Quality
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• The KCHMS brings together the priorities of consumers, providers,
payers, and purchasers. By focusing on everything, we focus on nothing.
But by focusing on the right things, we can drive improvements.

Community Measurement
• Consolidated Measurement Reports allow for comparison to local and
state averages and benchmark scores on the quality of care patients
receive on a variety of ambulatory care indicators. The KHC is the only
organization that combines Commercial, Medicaid, and Medicare
Advantage data for quality reporting.

Equity
• You cannot have quality of care without equity of care. The KHC has
convened a workgroup of local public health and healthcare leaders to
determine what the role of healthcare measurement is in advancing
health equity and how we can step into this role to drive equitable
healthcare and health outcomes.
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 Data points for discussion

Intersection
Between Cost
and Quality
Rand, Quantros, &
Leapfrog Data
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 Rand Hospital Price Transparency Study 3.0 - Researchers
analyzed hospital claims data representing $33.8 billion from
2016-2018 for 3,112 hospitals located in every state except
Maryland. They collected data from self-insured employers,
six state all-payer claims databases, and health plans across
the country. RAND Hospital Price Studies (employerptp.org)
 Quantros – partnered with the National Alliance of Healthcare
Purchaser Coalitions and the Rand Corporation to help find
the intersection of cost and quality. Hospital Transparency National Alliance Website (nationalalliancehealth.org).
 Leapfrog Safety Grades – based on overall safety performance
– accidents, inpatient injuries, infections, and medical and
medication errors – totaling 27 evidenced-based measures.
2,600 general hospitals assigned a grade each year. Data
comes from Leapfrog Hospital Survey (for hospitals that
participate), CMS, and supplemental resources. Safety grade
doesn’t include critical access hospitals or specialty hospitals
such as children’s or cancer treatment hospitals, military and
VA hospitals. Home | Hospital Safety Grade
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 Example - De-identified Quantros date from Greater Philadelphia
Business Group on Health; which provider would you use?

Intersection
Between Cost
and Quality

Leapfrog Safety Grade
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Intersection
Between
Cost and
Quality
Leapfrog Safety
Data Shows KY
Has Improved
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 National Alliance of Healthcare Purchaser Coalitions Action Brief
Hospital Payment Strategies, January 2020

Translating
Data to Benefit
Design
Strategies
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“The main reason for high hospital costs in the United
States, economists say, is fiscal, not medical:
Hospitals are the most powerful players in a
healthcare system that has little or no price
regulation in the private market.”
Elizabeth Rosenthal, MD Editor-in-Chief, Kaiser Health News
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Translating
Data to Benefit
Design
Strategies

Action Steps for Employers
1. Understand price relative to the local market and
benchmarked against Medicare.
2. Learn what “paying for value” means.
3. Pool purchasing power.
4. Demand reasonable pricing and alternative
payment models.
5. Educate and involve employees.

January 2020

Not every employer can do everything.
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Value-Based Care
Model
Dariusz “Derek” Mydlarz, MD, MPH
Global Medical Director, GE Appliances, a Haier Co.
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Translating
Data to Benefit
Design
Strategies
Example:
Maternity Care
Payment & Care
Redesign
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 Purchaser Value Network Toolkit – Pacific
Business Group on Health
 Action Guide – related to reducing C-sections
 Meet with local hospitals to express concern
with high C-section rates
 Eliminate providers’ financial incentives for Csections in health plan contracts
 Review benefit coverage to encourage
beneficiaries’ access to high value services
 Drive beneficiaries to high value services and
providers
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Translating
Data to Benefit
Design
Strategies
Example:
Maternity Care
Payment & Care
Redesign

 Eliminate providers’ financial incentives for Csections in health plan contracts – ask health
plans to:
 Deny payment for medically inappropriate care.
Successfully implemented for early elective deliveries in South
Carolina, Texas, and New York, denial of payment is an
effective way to ensure that your beneficiaries do not receive
unnecessary care that does not adhere to clinical guidelines.
 Reimburse the same for C-sections and vaginal births. A
blended case rate reimburses hospitals and physicians the
same amount whether a mother delivers vaginally or by Csection, removing any financial incentives that affect how the
hospital and providers deliver care.

 Pay one bundled fee for prenatal, delivery, and
postpartum care. A comprehensive episode-based bundle
reimburses one payment to facilities and providers for all
prenatal, birth, and postpartum services.

© KHC 2021
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Translating
Data to Benefit
Design
Strategies
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Discussion
 What have you found successful?
 What are you considering?
 How can KHC support you?
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• Would a value benefit reduce your and your
employees’ costs?

Applying
Employer
Specific Data
Ask questions
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• What are high-spend areas in your plan
• How many members impacted
• Determine if impact of value benefit can be
measured

• Example: Implement value benefit for diabetes
prescriptions and supplies
• Adherence easily measured through scripts
• Insulin and other diabetes medications are
expensive for employers and patients
• Data shows adherence to diabetes medications
lowers overall medical spend
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• Don’t be afraid to pilot changes before full
implementation

Applying
Employer
Specific Data
Remain Open
Minded
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• Review data-driven issues
• Are there sub-groups or areas to test the program’s
benefit with your population
• Look for low-hanging fruit where even small
changes show a benefit and return on the health of
your employees

• Benchmark with others
• Look within and outside your market and industry
• What has proven successful; what can you learn
from others’ mistakes
• KHC and SHRM participation are excellent examples
of this
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• Cost awareness is a critical step to reducing costs

Applying
Employer
Specific Data
Strive for
Transparency
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• Understand your healthcare spend – all aspects
through review of data
• Engage and educate members about their
healthcare costs
• Transparency tools
• Understanding how benefits work (deductibles, copays, etc.)

• Rely on data
• Review and audit claims as much as possible
• Understand and watch for changes
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Discussion

Applying
Employer
Specific Data
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• What examples do you have of reviewing
your data?
• Do you have access to your data? If not,
why?
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Connect with
the KHC
Survey Results
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 Which of the following health and well-being
strategies is your company considering? (5
responses)

Connect with
the KHC
Survey Results

Doing now
 Enhanced contracting
 Hospital price transparency
 Hospital quality transparency
 On-site/near-site clinics
 Advanced Primary Care
 Regional centers of excellence/Episodes of care
 Value based benefit
 Medication therapy management
 Enhanced mental health support
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 What topics would you like to learn more
about? (responses ranked with a 1 or 2; 5
responses)

Connect with
the KHC
Survey Results

 COVID-19 community impact
 Health equity
 Racism in healthcare
 Healthcare affordability
 Benefit design changes
 Healthcare literacy
 Employee engagement
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www.twitter.com/khcollaborative

www.linkedin.com/Kentuckiana-healthcollaborative

Connect with
the KHC

www.facebook.com/khcollaborative

www.khcollaborative.org/newsletters/
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